
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of scientist / senior
scientist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for scientist / senior scientist

Develop, evaluate, and implement multiple novel statistical genetics
algorithms, software pipelines, and predictive methods for the efficient
analysis of large whole genome datasets for building DNA-based diagnostic
products in livestock populations
Development, as a member of a team, innovative statistical approaches to
build predictive equations for the genetic improvement and management of
livestock
Evaluate strategies to incorporate DNA marker effects into livestock genetic
evaluation systems and summarize, document, and publish genomics
prediction results lead the team in the proposal and implementation of
scientific and technological developments in statistical modeling applications
for livestock production systems
Demonstrate willingness to incorporate new knowledge into projects and
strategies to create robust and value-based products
Supervises scientific personnel working on global idea generation and proof
of concept
Leads a team of biologists including advanced stage postdoctoral assistants
in close cooperation with our University multi-disciplinary partners and co-
operators particularly at major global universities, and provides technical
support and assistance to the University program of research and translates
findings into new product concepts for the entire T&O portfolio
Maintains a corporate-wide reputation as an authority in the field of turf, tree
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reputation in scientific disciplines and/or markets within precision managed
ecosystems
Seeks a high profile and provides an expert role in technical and professional
forums and meetings to maintain scientific proficiency, awareness,
professional aptitude, and good interpersonal relationships with internal
teams, government regulators, university and private consultants and other
key influencers, in the wide area of disciplines also on a global basis
Provides technical product leadership and conducts training seminars and live
scientific demonstrations overcoming complexity for Marketing and Sales
groups to establish or enhance correct positioning of product(s) for maximum
market penetration and protection of market share worldwide
Responsible for identifying, collating, and reducing to practice innovative
product concepts, through interaction with biological development teams,
technical sales teams, development Americas, university researchers, and
literature reviews

Qualifications for scientist / senior scientist

Bachelor's degree in biology, molecular, or cell biology (two years of directly
related industry experience is equivalent to one full-time year of college in
related major)
At least two years in cGMP biopharmaceutical industry
Three years of experience in cell culture & virology and/or protein purification
Minimum Bachelor of Science degree in Materials Science or
Mechanical/Polymer Engineering
Minimum 5 years industrial research experience in testing matrix systems
required
Thermoset experience preferred


